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MODERN, CASUAL, TIMELESS – THE ELLIOT 
LOUNGE CHAIR BY TEAM 7
The glass sculptures, iconic lights and timeless pieces of furniture designed by Lucie Koldova showcase her 

expressive, atmospheric approach to her art. And now, the designer has created a signature piece that reflects 

the philosophy of the TEAM 7 brand and the architecture of the new TEAM 7 World: the elliot lounge chair. The 

refreshing reinterpretation of the classic lounge chair is made from renewable materials, provides ultimate com-

fort and captivates with a design that’s as bold as it is casual.

Minimalist design, sophisticated details

elliot owes its invitingly comfortable appeal to the 

striking volume of its lavish upholstery, which lends 

it a natural charm that’s enhanced even further by 

the organic curves of the wood. The contrast be-

tween the softness of the upholstery and the solid 

structure lend the design a special expressiveness: 

elliot has a minimalist look, yet is sophisticated in 

its details. The chair’s compact size means that 

it can be used flexibly in various living areas and 

combined stylishly with other pieces of furniture. 

The inviting aesthetic of its design is modern, yet 

timeless. Solid wood elements with gentle curves 

form the unconventional base, which features only 

two legs. The rear leg is connected to the three-di-

mensional curves of the backrest with a wood 

joint. The sophisticated design ensures that the two components interlock – giving the chair an elegant look, even 

from the rear. 

Superior seating comfort  

The chair’s multi-layered upholstery guarantees an excellent seating comfort. With a perfect balance between 

firmness and elasticity, the layers made of renewable materials ensure long-lasting comfort. This is true for a va-

riety of positions, as the smart design enables sitting in a variety of ways – straight or sideways, upright, casual, 

or even backwards. The appealing power of the cushion can also be put down to the Italian wool bouclé, which 

gives elliot its distinctive look and feel and is available in brown, beige and green. The exclusive fabric is made up 

of countless small loops, which produce a unique, lively texture that’s both comfortable to sit on and accentuates 

the beauty of the material. 
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Sustainable through and through

Like all pieces of TEAM 7 furniture, elliot has been designed with sustainability in mind. All solid wood parts, in-

cluding the moulded wood element hidden inside the upholstered backrest, are assembled without formaldehyde. 

Only pure natural oil is used for finishing the wood surfaces. The components are manufactured regionally in Up-

per Austria, resulting in short transport routes and significantly lower CO2 emissions. The choice of materials for 

the seat and backrest is also subject to strict environmental criteria. Take the layered upholstery structure, which 

is made entirely from renewable raw materials: 100 percent natural latex and coconut latex, encased in a cotton 

fleece. The wool bouclé fabric cover is certified according to Ökotex Standard 100. 

elliot also impresses with its premium craftsmanship and ease of repair: the oiled wooden surfaces can be re-

freshed or repaired at any time and all upholstered elements can be removed and re-upholstered. Small details 

are also testament to the care and attention with which the designer and TEAM 7 created the chair: for exam-

ple, the development of a solution for fastening the fabrics that doesn’t require plastics, such as those used for 

Velcro fasteners. Even the gliders are made from leather fibres, a renewable raw material. This is what makes 

Lucie  Koldova’s lounge chair an extraordinary, thoughtfully crafted piece of furniture that promises to bring many 

years of joy – and masterfully combines environmental considerations and innovation with comfort and aesthetics.
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“elliot combines eye-catching and sustainable design with ulti-

mate comfort. The interplay of solid natural wood with round yet 

striking lines and soft upholstery creates an exciting contrast that 

 characterises the bold character of the lounge chair.”

Designerin Lucie Koldova


